Title: Proving God by proving real magic

Abstract: God exists and created the world. The world is logically built by an intelligent creator. Even physics says no. Here I will show that physics is true as well as God exists.
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So, science is real, we see phenomena and explain them well. Magic is real, we see unbelievable actions done by magicians. Magic is real, but it contradicts science. I see those people who enter a sword inside their mouths and those who gather many people from inside a small box, etc. Magic is not only about some magical performances that we don't know how they work, but also magical actions that contracts science. An example of science contradiction: How a volume of 10 men with specific density be placed inside a small box. Or how these men disappear if mass can't be destroyed. It is not one thing we are waiting for some scientist to explain, it is a huge reality that contracts science. We can not ignore scientists who accept religion and have arguments whose they believe are logical, and we can not ignore those scientists who reject religion and question its validity. This is real magic the floating man uses. In the picture the floating man appears to lift no weight, he keeps his body shape, and he does it for a long time. All these prove that magic is real and that it exists. The floating man uses his stick for balance.

The universe is built by an intelligent creator. The creation is well-designed. This is what religious scientists claim. No person observed the big bang, it didn't happen, but the BBT is how physics works. God built the universe, even though according to science the universe comes from a big bang but God "magician" did it in 6 days. The floating man needs force against gravity "physics behind universe creation" he floats without force "Without big bang" he did it "universe creation" He is the person...
who did it "God". Physics prediction about the universe coming as result of a big bang is right and a magician needs a force against gravity is also right the magician did it without force and the universe was created without a big bang.